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APPENDIX 8

MATERIALS RELATED TO “CHAPTER 8 PRELIMINARY
DESIGN OF STATION AND STATION PLAZA”

8.1 Preliminary Design of Station Facilities

8.1.1 Examination of the Outline Plan for Improvement of Monumento Station

(LRT Line 1)

●●●●Preliminary Plan of Facilities Improvement at Monumento Station

Fig. 8.1.1  Preliminary Plan of Facilities Improvement at Monumento Station
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Demolish everything except for the track section within the
above blue portion: depth approximately 35 m

●●●●Scope of Demolition at Monumento Station

Fig. 8.1.2  Scope of Demolition at Monumento Station
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●Monumento Work Procedure Drawing (present)

 A-A preliminary section

Platform

 Preliminary plan
Ａ

Ａ

Platform

Fig. 8.1.3  Monumento Work Procedure Drawing
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●Monumento Work Procedure Drawing (first stage)

 A-A preliminary section

New platform
Platform

3 pillars×25 m×2 sites

 Preliminary plan

Ａ

Ａ

Install turnouts at both ends of Monumento Station and conduct single
track (single platform) operation. Remove the west side platform and
stair sections, etc. and construct the new structures (red).

Fig. 8.1.4  Monumento Work Procedure Drawing
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●Monumento Work Procedure Drawing (second stage)

3 pillars×25 m×2 sites 3 pillars×25 m×2 sites

 A-A preliminary section

 Preliminary plan

Ａ

Ａ

Install turnouts at both ends of Monumento Station and run trains over the
new structure single track (single platform) line (blue). Remove the east side
platform and stair sections, etc. and construct the new structures (red).

Fig. 8.1.5  Monumento Work Procedure Drawing
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8.1.2 Plan for Construction of Magallanes Station (NR/MCX)

(Platform: Island Type)

1. Particulars of Magallanes Station Construction Plan

In planning the station passenger facilities, calculation shall be carried out upon setting

the particulars of each facility.

(1) Projection of Future Users at Magallanes Station

Based on various data such as future population in the area around the station, the

projected number of users at Magallanes Station (in 15 years) is approximately

133,700 boarding and alighting passengers per day. Projected numbers of passengers

traveling in each direction per hour during the rush hour are as shown below.

Moreover, the rush rate shall be 13%.

[26,100 people] [43,500 people]

(3,400 people) (5,700 people) South Bound

Sucat

Magallanes Station

   North Bound

   D. Jose (1,500 people) (6,800 people) Total   (17,400 people)

[11,600 people] [52,500 people] [133,700 people]

Fig. 8.1.6  Future Boarding and Alighting Passengers at Magallanes Station

(hourly in rush hour) [per day]

(2) Future Operating Plan

The hourly number of trains during rush hour shall be 18 each in the southbound and

northbound directions, and each train shall consist of 10 electric cars.

(3) Track Structure and Work Conditions

Track structure in the area of new Magallanes Station construction is indicated

below.

1) Track gradient: level
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2) Distance between track centers: 4.0 m or more

Work conditions: considering that the existing PNR Magallanes Station will keep

operating while the new Magallanes Station is being constructed,

insert simple turnouts before and after PNR Magallanes Station

and adopt single track operation (single platform) around the

station.

(4) Passenger Facilities

1) Station building : ground station

2) Platform : island type, platform length R. L. - 1,100 mm,

distance between track center and platform edge

1,485 mm

3) Track and platform level : B1

(5) Outline Plan of Station Facilities

1) Calculation of platform width

Platform width shall be calculated based on future boarding and alighting

passengers assuming that 10-car trains arrive and depart simultaneously in the

southbound and northbound directions.

Therefore, required platform width = required platform width on the

southbound side + required platform width on the northbound side.

① Required platform width on southbound side (Magallanes→Sucat)

• B = B1 + B2 + γ

= 0.2×(Pa/n)1/2 + 2Pb/31n + γ

B : platform width

B1 : width occupied by passengers waiting to board trains

B2 : width occupied by passengers alighting from trains onto the

platform

γ : necessary width for pillars and train refuge, etc.

Refuge width: 0.8 m     Pillars: 0.7 m

B2 = 2Pb/31n (case of Pb/n < 6.4 ln) or 13n/3 (case of Pb/n > 6.4 ln)

Pa : peak boarding passengers per train (assuming an average of 1

electric train per hour during rush hour)
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5,700 people/18 trains≒320 people

Pb : peak alighting passengers per train (assuming an average of 1

electric train per hour during rush hour)

3,400 people/18 trains≒190 people

l : 1 train length = 20 m

n : cars per train = 10 cars

From the above Pb/n = 190/10 = 19<6.4ln = 6.4×20.0×10 = 1,280

Therefore: B2 = 2Pb/3ln

= 0.2×(320/10)1/2 + 2×190/(3×20.0×10) + 0.8 + 0.7≒3.3 m

② Required platform width on northbound side (Magallanes→D. Jose)

• B = B1 + B2 + γ

= 0.2×(Pa/n)1/2 + 2Pb/31n + γ

Pa = 1,500 people/18 trains≒80 people

Pb = 6,800 people/18 trains≒380 people

Pb/n = 380/10 = 38<6.4ln = 6.4×20.0×10 = 1,280

Therefore: B2 = 2Pb/3ln

= 0.2×(80/10)1/2 + 2×380/(3×20.0×10) + 0.8 + 0.7≒3.3 m

③ Required platform width = ①required platform width on southbound side

+ ②required platform width on northbound side

= 3.3 + 3.3 = 6.6≒7.0 m

2) Calculation of platform width (calculation from structures on platforms, etc.)

In addition to the calculations indicated in 1), since platform width is also

sometimes computed from the width of stairs and escalators on platforms and

the distance between these structures and platform edges, examination of these

items is carried out.

Required platform width:

• Distance with pillars on platforms shall be 1 m or more

• Distance with overpasses and underpasses, etc. shall be 1.5 m or more.

Therefore, on separate platforms, minimum distances will be as follows (see

figure):
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Platform width = 1.5m + maximum width of structures on platforms

However, from the viewpoint of wheelchair use and safety, a minimum distance

of 2.0 m is desirable, in which case the following expression will be adopted:

Platform width = 2.0m + maximum width of structures on platforms

① Maximum width of structures on platforms

a) Calculation of stair width and escalator width

i) Calculation of effective width of stairs and escalators

Calculate from the projected number of boarding and alighting

passengers (per hour during rush hour) = 17,400 people. It shall

be assumed that 1 stairs (also for use in emergencies) and 2

escalators (1200 type, for 2 people, one escalator each going up

and down) are installed on the platform.

Required platform width

Calculated value
or more

300mm

Stairs

＋＋＋＋

300mm

2,000 mm
or more

＋＋＋＋

Fig. 8.1.7  Platform Width in Stairs Section

ESC

200mm

＋＋＋＋

200mm

＋＋＋＋

Fig. 8.1.8  Platform Width in ESC Section

2,000 mm
or more

Required platform width

1,650 mm
if for 2 people

2,000 mm
or more

2,000 mm
or more
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○ 2 escalators (1200 type, for 2 people, one escalator each

going up and down)

Boarding and alighting passengers: Transportation capacity

of escalators: 6,750×2 units = 13,500 people/hour

○ Stair width

Necessary stair width (17,400 - 13,500 people/hour)/1,500

people/hour = 2.6 m > Minimum width 1.5 m

ii) Stair walls, handrail walls, etc.≒0.6 m

iii) Maximum width of structures on platforms (decided according to

the stair section)

= Stair width + stair wall, handrail wall, etc.

= Stair width 2.6 m + 0.6 m = 3.2 m

iv) Platform width

Platform width = 2.0×2 + maximum width of structures on

  platforms

= 4.0 + 3.2 = 7.2≒7.5 m

3) Calculation of platform length

Platform length = rolling stock length × number of cars + overrun allowance

= 20.0 m×10 cars + 10 m = 210 m

4) Required number of ticket barriers

Since passenger flow within stations often becomes blocked at ticket barriers, it

is necessary to install enough ticket barriers to prevent this from happening.

The required number of ticket barriers is calculated from the number of

boarding and alighting passengers and passing speed at the most congested

time.

[Manned ticket barriers]
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N : number of ticket barriers

T : 1 hour (3,600 seconds)

n1 : boarding passengers per hour at most congested time

n2 : alighting passengers per hour at most congested time

P1 : passing number of boarding passengers per unit hour

(1.0 person/second)

P2 : passing number of alighting passengers per unit hour

(1.0 person/second)

A : standby barriers, 1 or more (depending on station conditions)

[Automatic ticket barriers]

A
S40

n

S40

n
N 21 +

×
+

×
=

N : number of automatic ticket barriers

n1 : boarding passengers per S minutes at most congested time

n2 : alighting passengers per S minutes at most congested time

40 : passing number of boarding passengers per one minute

S : More congested time (depending on line condition)

A : standby barriers (depending on station conditions)

Since automatic ticket barriers basically operate in a single direction, when

calculating the required number of barriers, it is necessary to take other times

into consideration.

Here, examination is based on the number of boarding and alighting passengers

per hour during rush hour in consideration of the peak rate.

[Calculation]

Rush boarding passengers per hour 5,700 + 1,500 = 7,200 people

Rush alighting passengers per hour 3,400 + 6,800 = 10,200 people

Manned barriers Na = 1/3,600×(7,200/1.0+10,200/1.0)+1 = 4.9+1≒6

Automatic barriers Nb = 7,200/(40×60)+10,200/(40×60)+1 = 3+4.3+1≒9

Therefore: In case of manned barriers: 6 barriers

In case of automatic barriers: 4 in, 5 out, 9 in total are required
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5) Ticket issue facilities

Ticket issue facilities are divided into ticket windows and automatic vending

machines, etc. However, it is preferable that short distance boarding tickets

(inexpensive tickets) be purchased from vending machines.

[Required number of automatic vending machines]

667n0333.0

n
N

+×
=

N : required number of vending machines

n : estimated total number of sold tickets

= daily number of boarding passengers (southbound 43,500 +

northbound 11,600)× 0.5 (estimate here: purchase rate of

tickets on the day)

= 55,100×0.5≒27,600 tickets

= 27,600/(0.0333×27,600 + 667)≒17.4≒18 units

[Number of ticket windows]

 timeeffective hour per  sold Tickets

5.1n
N

×
×=

N : required number of ticket windows

n : estimated total number of sold tickets = 27,600 tickets

= 27,600×1.5/(200×16)≒13 windows

Since the purchase rate of tickets on the day is 50% and the numbers of

automatic ticket vending machines and ticket windows are high at 18 and 13

respectively, it will be necessary to take steps (utilization of season tickets and

coupon tickets, etc.) to cut down on the sale of tickets on the day.

6) Calculation of width of free corridors, stairs and escalators

① Width shall be 1.5 m or more in order to avoid hindrance to the smooth

flow of passengers.

② The basis for calculation of width shall be 1 m per 2,000 people/hour.

The future projection of boarding and alighting passengers is 17,400 people

(per hour in rush hour), but it is imagined that the number of station users
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passing thpreliminary will be 10% of this figure. Moreover, the utilization rate

of station front and rear entrances shall be 7:3.

Therefore, calculation of the number of front entrance users and width of the

free corridor is carried out.

① Number of front entrance users

Front entrance users (per hour during rush) = future boarding and alighting

passengers (per hour during rush)×use rate + number of people passing

thpreliminary

= 17,400×0.7 + 17,400×0.1≒13,900 people

② Calculation of free corridor width

Calculation of free corridor width = users (per hour during rush)/2,000

people/H/m

= 13,900 people/2,000 people/H/m≒7.0=7.0 m

7) Ticket windows and ticket barriers plan, and calculation of concourse area

Concourse area (outside the inner compound) is calculated using the following

expression by totaling the area in front of ticket windows and the flow area.

A = U + T

A : required area

U : area in front of ticket windows

T : flow area

① Area in front of ticket windows

Area in front of ticket windows is the space required for boarding and

alighting passengers to purchase boarding tickets, etc. This is refuge area

necessary for people waiting to purchase tickets.

• U = B1×L1

B1: total width of ticket windows

L1 : depth in front of ticket windows (3 m is assumed as standard)
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a) Case of automatic ticket vending machines

B1: required number of automatic ticket vending machines

= 18 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 18×0.5 + (18 - 1)×0.4 + (0.5 + 0.5) = 16.8≒17.0 m

= 17.0×3.0 = 51.0 m2

b) Case of ticket windows

B1: number of ticket windows

= 13 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 13×2.0 = 26.0m

= 26.0×3.0 = 78.0 m2

② Flow area

Flow area is the concourse area required for the flow of boarding and

alighting passengers.

• T = B2×L2

B2 : flow width (however, minimum width shall be 4 m)

B2 = (L3×N) + B3

L3 : unit width of ticket collection windows

N : calculated number of ticket collection windows

500 500
400 400

500 500

Fig. 8.1.9  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Ticket Vending Machines

Fig. 8.1.10  Preliminary Plan of Ticket Windows

2,000 2,000 2,000
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50
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00
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In case of automatic passage from the required number of

ticket windows in (5) 4), 4 entry, 5 exit = 9 total shall also

serve as guard windows: L3×N = 1.0 m×8 units + guard

window 1.15 m≒9.2 m

B3 : flow width correction value 2 m

= 9.2 m＋2 m = 11.2 m≒12.0 m

L2 : depth in front of ticket collection windows

L2 shall be 3 m as standard, and depth in front of ticket

collection windows shall be 0.5 B2 or more.

3 m < 0.5 B2 = 0.5×12.0 = 6.0 m

= 12.0 m×6.0 m = 72.0 m2

(Notes)

This examination of station facilities is based on the outline manual of station

planning, and dimensions of facilities are calculated from generally adopted

figures in Japan.

Fig. 8.1.11  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Barrier
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●Preliminary Plan of Magallanes (NR/MCX) Station Facilities

Fig. 8.1.12  Preliminary Plan of Magallanes Station Facilities
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●Top View of PNR Magallanes Station

(The following diagram indicates preliminary dimensions, but the structure of foundations is

unknown).

In the case where Magallanes Station is constructed underground (width 16.5 m) in the

manner shown in the following diagram, in order to carry out sheathing works to enable

excavation, there is a risk of interference with road bridge pillars (net interval 17.2 m). In

future, detailed survey and design of the foundation structure will be necessary.

Fig. 8.1.13  Top View of PNR Magallanes Station
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●●●●NR/MCX Magallanes Station Work Procedure Drawing (first stage)

 Preliminary plan of area around station
Ａ

Ａ
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 A-A preliminary section drawing

700

Present platform

Sheathing works

Install turnouts at both ends of
PNR Magallanes Station and
conduct single track operation.
Remove the existing northbound
platform, etc. and construct an
underground structure on the
northbound line side.

≒9,000

Fig. 8.1.14  NR/MCX Magallanes Station Work Procedure Drawing
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●●●●NR/MCX Magallanes Station Work Procedure Drawing (second stage)

 Preliminary plan of area around station Ａ

Ａ
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 A-A preliminary section drawing Platform

Sheathing works

Install turnouts at both ends of PNR
Magallanes Station and conduct single track
operation. Reconstruct the demolished
northbound platform, etc. and construct an
underground structure on the southbound
line side.

Fig. 8.1.15  NR/MCX Magallanes Station Work Procedure Drawing
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●●●●NR/MCX Magallanes Station Work Procedure Drawing (third stage)

 Preliminary plan of area around station
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 A-A preliminary section drawing Platform

Newly construct the southbound
platform of PNR Magallanes
Station, remove the turnouts at
both ends of the station, and
revert to double track operation.

Fig. 8.1.16  NR/MCX Magallanes Station Work Procedure
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8.1.3 Plan for Construction of Magallanes Station (NR/MCX)

(Platform: Separate Type)

1. Particulars of Magallanes Station Construction Plan

In planning the station passenger facilities, calculation shall be carried out upon setting

the particulars of each facility.

(1) Projection of Future Users at Magallanes Station

Based on various data such as future population in the area around the station, the

projected number of users at Magallanes Station (in 15 years) is approximately

133,700 boarding and alighting passengers per day. Projected numbers of passengers

traveling in each direction per hour during the rush hour are as shown below.

Moreover, the rush rate shall be 13%.

[26,100 people] [43,500 people]

(3,400 people) (5,700 people) South Bound

Sucat

Magallanes Station

   North Bound

   D. Jose (1,500 people) (6,800 people) Total   (17,400 people)

[11,600 people] [52,500 people] [133,700 people]

Fig. 8.1.17  Future Boarding and Alighting Passengers at Magallanes Station

(hourly in rush hour) [per day]

(2) Future Operating Plan

The hourly number of trains during rush hour shall be 18 each in the southbound and

northbound directions, and each train shall consist of 10 electric cars.

(3) Track Structure

Track structure in the area of new Magallanes Station construction is indicated

below.

1) Track gradient: level
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2) Distance between track centers: 4.0 m or more

(4) Passenger Facilities

1) Station building: ground station

2) Platform: separate type, platform length R. L. - 1,100 mm, distance between

track center and platform edge 1,485 mm

3) Track and platform level: B1

(5) Outline Plan of Station Facilities

1) Calculation of platform width

Platform width shall be calculated based on future boarding and alighting

passengers.

① Required platform width on southbound side (Magallanes→Sucat)

• B = B1 + B2 + γ

= 0.2×(Pa/n)1/2 + 2Pb/31n + γ

B : platform width

B1 : width occupied by passengers waiting to board trains

B2 : width occupied by passengers alighting from trains onto the

platform

γ : necessary width for pillars and train refuge, etc.

Pillars: 0.5 m

B2 = 2Pb/31n (case of Pb/n < 6.4 ln) or 13n/3 (case of Pb/n > 6.4 ln)

Pa : peak boarding passengers per train (assuming an average of 1

electric train per hour during rush hour)

5,700 people/18 trains≒320 people

Pb : peak alighting passengers per train (assuming an average of 1

electric train per hour during rush hour)

3,400 people/18 trains≒190 people

l : 1 train length = 20.0 m

n : cars per train = 10 cars

From the above Pb/n = 190/10 = 19<6.4ln = 6.4×20.0×10 = 1,280

Therefore: B2 = 2Pb/3ln

= 0.2×(320/10)1/2 + 2×190/(3×20.0×10) + 0.5≒2.3 m
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② Required platform width on northbound side (Magallanes→D. Jose)

• B = B1 + B2 + γ

= 0.2×(Pa/n)1/2 + 2Pb/31n + γ

Pa = 1,500 people/18 trains≒80 people

Pb = 6,800 people/18 trains≒380 people

Pb/n = 380/10 = 38<6.4ln = 6.4×20.0×10 = 1,280

Therefore: B2 = 2Pb/3ln

= 0.2×(80/10)1/2 + 2×380/(3×20.0×10) + 0.5≒2.3 m

2) Calculation of platform width (calculation from structures on platforms, etc.)

In addition to the calculations indicated in 1), since platform width is also

sometimes computed from the width of stairs and escalators on platforms and

the distance between these structures and platform edges, examination of these

items is carried out.

Required platform width:

• Distance with pillars on platforms shall be 1 m or more

• Distance with overpasses and underpasses, etc. shall be 1.5 m or more.

Therefore, on separate platforms, minimum distances will be as follows (see

figure):

Platform width = 1.5 + maximum width of structures on platforms

However, from the viewpoint of wheelchair use and safety, a minimum distance

of 2.0 m is desirable, in which case the following expression will be adopted:

Platform width = 2.0 + maximum width of structures on platforms

Fig. 8.1.18  Calculation of Platform Width

Required platform width

1,500mm
or more

Calculated value
or more

300mm

Stairs ESC

1,250 mm if
for 1 person

＋＋＋＋

300mm 200㎜2,000 mm
or more
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① Maximum width of structures on platforms

a) Southbound platform

i) Calculation of stair width and escalator width

Calculate from the projected number of boarding and alighting

passengers (per hour during rush hour) = 9,100 people (boarding

passengers 5,700 + alighting passengers 3,400). It shall be

assumed that 1 stairs (also for use in emergencies) and 2

escalators (800 type, for 1 person, one escalator each going up

and down) are installed on the platform.

○ 2 escalators (800 type, for 1 person, one escalator each going

up and down)

Boarding passengers: Deficient capacity per escalator

5,700-4,500 = 1,200 people/hour

Alighting passengers: Transportation capacity of escalators:

4,500 > 3,400

○ Stair width

Necessary stair width: 1,200/1,500 people/hour

= 0.8 m < Minimum width 1.5 m

ii) Stair walls, handrail walls, etc.≒1.0 m

iii) Maximum width of structures on platforms (decided according to

the stair section)

= Stair width + stair wall, handrail wall, etc.

= Stair width 1.5 m + 1.0 m = 2.5 m

iv) Platform width

Platform width = 2.0 + maximum width of structures on

platforms

= 2.0 + 2.5 = 4.5≒5.0 m
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b) Northbound platform

i) Calculation of stair width and escalator width

Calculate from the projected number of boarding and alighting

passengers (per hour during rush hour) = 8,300 people (boarding

passengers 1,500 + alighting passengers 6,800). It shall be

assumed that 1 stairs (also for use in emergencies) and 2

escalators (800 type, for 1 person, one escalator each going up

and down) are installed on the platform.

○ 2 escalators (800 type, for 1 person, one escalator each going

up and down)

Boarding passengers: Transportation capacity of escalators:

4,500 > 1,500

Alighting passengers: Deficient capacity per escalator

6,300-4,500 = 1,800 people/hour

○ Stair width

Necessary stair width: 1,800/1,500 people/hour

= 1.2 m < Minimum width 1.5 m

ii) Stair walls, handrail walls, etc.≒1.0 m

iii) Maximum width of structures on platforms (decided according to

the stair section)

= Stair width + stair wall, handrail wall, etc.

= Stair width 1.5 m + 1.0 m = 2.5 m

iv) Platform width

Platform width = 2.0 + maximum width of structures on

platforms

= 2.0 + 2.5 = 4.5≒5.0 m

3) Calculation of platform length

Platform length = rolling stock length×number of cars + overrun allowance

= 20.0 m×10 cars + 10 m = 210 m
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4) Required number of ticket barriers

Since passenger flow within stations often becomes blocked at ticket barriers, it

is necessary to install enough ticket barriers to prevent this from happening.

The required number of ticket barriers is calculated from the number of

boarding and alighting passengers and passing speed at the most congested

time.

[Manned ticket barriers]

A
P

n

P

n

T

1
N

2

2

1

1 +





+=

N : number of ticket barriers

T : 1 hour (3,600 seconds)

n1 : boarding passengers per hour at most congested time

n2 : alighting passengers per hour at most congested time

P1 : passing number of boarding passengers per unit hour

(1.0 person/second)

P2 : passing number of alighting passengers per unit hour

(1.0 person/second)

A : standby barriers, 1 or more (depending on station conditions)

[Automatic ticket barriers]

A
S40

n

S40

n
N 21 +

×
+

×
=

N : number of automatic ticket barriers

n1 : boarding passengers per S minutes at most congested time

n2 : alighting passengers per S minutes at most congested time

40 : passing number of boarding passengers per one minute

S : More congested time (depending on line condition)

A : standby barriers (depending on station conditions)

Since automatic ticket barriers basically operate in a single direction, when

calculating the required number of barriers, it is necessary to take other times

into consideration.
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Here, examination is based on the number of boarding and alighting passengers

per hour during rush hour in consideration of the peak rate.

[Calculation]

Rush boarding passengers per hour 5,700 + 1,500 = 7,200 people

Rush alighting passengers per hour 3,400 + 6,800 = 10,200 people

Manned barriers Na = 1/3,600×(7,200/1.0+10,200/1.0)+1=4.9+1≒6

Automatic barriers Nb = 7,200×(40×60)+10,200/(40×60)+1=3+4.3+1≒9

Therefore: In case of manned barriers: 6 barriers

In case of automatic barriers: 4 in, 5 out, 9 in total are required

5) Ticket issue facilities

Ticket issue facilities are divided into ticket windows and automatic vending

machines, etc. However, it is preferable that short distance boarding tickets

(inexpensive tickets) be purchased from vending machines.

[Required number of automatic vending machines]

667n0333.0

n
N

+×
=

N : required number of vending machines

n : estimated total number of sold tickets

= daily number of boarding passengers (southbound 43,500 +

northbound 11,600)× 0.5 (estimate here: purchase rate of

tickets on the day)

= 55,100×0.5≒27,600 tickets

= 27,600/(0.0333×27,600 + 667)≒17.4≒18 units

[Number of ticket windows]

 timeeffective hour per  sold Tickets

5.1n
N

×
×=

N : required number of ticket windows

n : estimated total number of sold tickets = 27,600

= 27,600×1.5/(200×16)≒13 windows
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Since the purchase rate of tickets on the day is 50% and the numbers of

automatic ticket vending machines and ticket windows are high at 18 and 13

respectively, it will be necessary to take steps (utilization of season tickets and

coupon tickets, etc.) to cut down on the sale of tickets on the day.

6) Calculation of width of free corridors, stairs and escalators

① Width shall be 1.5 m or more in order to avoid hindrance to the smooth

flow of passengers.

② The basis for calculation of width shall be 1 m per 2,000 people/hour.

The future projection of boarding and alighting passengers is 17,400 people

(per hour in rush hour), but it is imagined that the number of station users

passing thpreliminary will be 10% of this figure. Moreover, the utilization rate

of station front and rear entrances shall be 7:3.

Therefore, calculation of the number of front entrance users and width of the

free corridor is carried out.

① Number of front entrance users

Front entrance users (per hour during rush) = future boarding and alighting

passengers (per hour during rush) × use rate + number of people passing

thpreliminary

= 17,400×0.7 + 17,400×0.1≒13,900

② Calculation of free corridor width

Calculation of free corridor width = users (per hour during rush) /2,000

people/H/m

= 13,900 people/2,000 people/H/m≒7.0 = 7.0 m

7) Ticket windows and ticket barriers plan, and calculation of concourse area

Concourse area (outside the inner compound) is calculated using the following

expression by totaling the area in front of ticket windows and the flow area.

A = U + T

A : required area

U : area in front of ticket windows
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T : flow area

① Area in front of ticket windows

Area in front of ticket windows is the space required for boarding and

alighting passengers to purchase boarding tickets, etc. This is refuge area

necessary for people waiting to purchase tickets.

• U = B1×L1

B1: total width of ticket windows

L1 : depth in front of ticket windows (3 m is assumed as standard)

a) Case of automatic ticket vending machines

B1: required number of automatic ticket vending machines

= 18 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 18×0.5 + (18－1)×0.4 + (0.5 + 0.5) = 16.8≒17.0 m

= 17.0×3.0 = 51.0 m2

b) Case of ticket windows

B1: number of ticket windows

= 13 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 13×2.0 = 26.0 m

= 26.0×3.0 = 78.0 m2

500 500
400 400

500 500

Fig. 8.1.19  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Ticket Vending Machines

Fig. 8.1.20  Preliminary Plan of Ticket Windows
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② Flow area

Flow area is the concourse area required for the flow of boarding and

alighting passengers.

• T = B2×L2

B2: flow width (however, minimum width shall be 4 m)

B2 = (L3×N) + B3

L3 : unit width of ticket collection windows

N : calculated number of ticket collection windows

In case of automatic passage from the required number of

ticket windows in (5) 4), 4 entry, 5 exit = 9 total shall also

serve as guard windows: L3×N = 1.0 m×8 units + guard

window 1.15 m≒9.2 m

B3 : flow width correction value 2 m

= 9.2 m＋2 m = 11.2 m≒12.0 m

L2 : depth in front of ticket collection windows

L2 shall be 3 m as standard, and depth in front of ticket collection

windows shall be 0.5 B2 or more.

3 m < 0.5 B2 = 0.5×12.0 = 6.0 m

= 12.0 m×6.0 m = 72.0 m2

(Notes)

This examination of station facilities is based on the outline manual of station

planning, and dimensions of facilities are calculated from generally adopted

figures in Japan.

Fig. 8.1.21  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Barrier
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●●●●Outline of Facilities at Magallanes (NR/MCX) Station
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Fig. 8.1.22  Outline of Facilities at Magallanes Station
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●Preliminary Section of Magallanes (NR/MCX) Station
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Fig. 8.1.23  Preliminary Section of Magallanes Station
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●Preliminary Plan of Magallanes (NR/MCX) Station Facilities

Fig. 8.1.24  Preliminary Plan of Magallanes Station Faeilities
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●Top View of PNR Magallanes Station

(The following diagram indicates preliminary dimensions, but the structure of foundations is

unknown).

In the case where Magallanes Station is constructed underground (width 18.7 m) in the

manner shown in the following diagram, road bridge pillars (net interval 17.2 m) will be

interfered with.

Fig. 8.1.25  Top View of PNR Magallanes Station
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8.1.4 Outline Plan for Improvement of Magallanes Station (LRT Line 3)

1. Particulars of Magallanes Station Construction Plan

In planning the station passenger facilities, calculation shall be carried out upon setting

the particulars of each facility.

(1) Projection of Future Users at Magallanes Station

Based on various data such as future population in the area around the station, the

projected number of users at Magallanes Station (in 15 years) is approximately

131,900 boarding and alighting passengers per day. Projected numbers of passengers

traveling in each direction per hour during the rush hour are as shown below.

Moreover, the rush rate shall be 13%.

[63,400 people] [200 people]

(8,200 people) (0 people) Inner circle line

Taft Ave.

Magallanes Station

   Outer circle line

   D. Jose (8,600 people) (300 people) Total   (17,100 people)

[66,200 people] [2,100 people] [131,900 people]

Fig. 8.1.26  Future Boarding and Alighting Passengers at Magallanes Station

(hourly in rush hour) [per day]

(2) Future Operating Plan

The hourly number of trains during rush hour shall be 24 each on the inner circle

and outer circle lines, and each train shall consist of 4 electric cars.

(3) Track Structure (existing)

Track structure in the area of new Magallanes Station construction is indicated

below.

1) Track gradient: level

2) Distance between track centers: 3.4 m or more
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(4) Passenger Facilities(existing)

Station building : elevated station

Platform : separate type, platform width 4.0-5.7 m, platform length

127 m, platform height R. L - 900 mm, distance between

track center and platform edge 1,380 mm

Track and platform level : 2F

Free corridor : 3F

(5) Outline Plan of Station Facilities

1) Calculation of platform width

Platform width shall be calculated based on future boarding and alighting

passengers.

① Required platform width on inner circle line (Magallanes→Taft Ave.)

• B = B1 + B2 + γ

= 0.2×(Pa/n)1/2 + 2Pb/31n + γ

B : platform width

B1 : width occupied by passengers waiting to board trains

B2 : width occupied by passengers alighting from trains onto the

platform

γ : necessary width for pillars and train refuge, etc.

Here, bench: 0.4 m

B2 = 2Pb/31n (case of Pb/n < 6.4 ln) or 13n/3 (case of Pb/n > 6.4 ln)

Pa : peak boarding passengers per train (assuming an average of 1

electric train per hour during rush hour)

0 people/24 trains = 0 people

Pb : peak alighting passengers per train (assuming an average of 1

electric train per hour during rush hour)

8,200 people/24 trains≒340 people

l : 1 train length = 26.5 m (average)

n : cars per train = 4 cars

From the above Pb/n = 340/4 = 85<6.4 ln = 6.4×26.5×4≒678

Therefore: B2 = 2Pb/3ln

= 0.2×(0/4)1/2 + 2×340/(3×26.5×4) + 0.4≒2.1 m

  < The existing platform width of 4.0 m is sufficient.
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② Required platform width on outer circle line (Magallanes→Shaw Blvd.)

• B = B1 + B2 + γ

= 0.2×(Pa/n)1/2 + 2Pb/31n + γ

Pa = 8,600 people/24 trains≒360 people

Pb = 300 people/24 trains≒10 people

Pb/n = 10/4≒3<6.4ln = 6.4×26.5×4≒678

Therefore: B2 = 2Pb/3ln

= 0.2×(360/4)1/2 + 2×10/(3×26.5×4) + 0.4≒2.4 m

  < The existing platform width of 4.0 m is sufficient.

2) Calculation of platform width (calculation from structures on platforms, etc.)

In addition to the calculations indicated in 1), platform width is also sometimes

computed from the width of stairs and escalators on platforms and the distance

between these structures and platform edges. However, since stairs and

escalators are not installed on the existing platform, examination of these items

is not necessary here.

3) Calculation of platform length

Platform length = rolling stock length×number of cars + overrun allowance

= 26.5 m×4 cars + 10 m = 116 m

< The existing platform length of approximately 127 m is

sufficient.

4) Required number of ticket barriers

Since passenger flow within stations often becomes blocked at ticket barriers, it

is necessary to install enough ticket barriers to prevent this from happening.

The required number of ticket barriers is calculated from the number of

boarding and alighting passengers and passing speed at the most congested

time.

[Manned ticket barriers]

A
P

n

P

n

T

1
N

2

2

1

1 +





+=
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N : number of ticket barriers

T : 1 hour (3,600 seconds)

n1 : boarding passengers per hour at most congested time

n2 : alighting passengers per hour at most congested time

P1 : passing number of boarding passengers per unit hour

(1.0 person/second)

P2 : passing number of alighting passengers per unit hour

(1.0 person/second)

A : standby barriers, 1 or more (depending on station conditions)

[Automatic ticket barriers]

A
S40

n

S40

n
N 21 +

×
+

×
=

N : number of automatic ticket barriers

n1 : boarding passengers per S minutes at most congested time

n2 : alighting passengers per S minutes at most congested time

40 : passing number of boarding passengers per one minute

S : More congested time (depending on line condition)

A : standby barriers (depending on station conditions)

Since automatic ticket barriers basically operate in a single direction, when

calculating the required number of barriers, it is necessary to take other times

into consideration.

Here, examination is based on the number of boarding and alighting passengers

per hour during rush hour in consideration of the peak rate. Moreover, because

ticket barriers are installed separately for the inner and outer circle lines,

examination is performed for each direction.

① Inner circle line

Rush boarding passengers per hour 0 people

Rush alighting passengers per hour 8,200 people

Manned barriers Nas = 1/3,600×(0/1.0+8,200/1.0)+1≒2.3+1≒4

Automatic barriers Nbs =0/(40×60)+8,200/(40×60)+1≒0+3.4+1≒5

Therefore, in case of manned barriers: 4 barriers
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In case of automatic barriers: 1 entry, 4 exit = 5 barriers in

total are necessary

< Since existing facilities consist of 1 entry and 2 exit barriers,

it is necessary to install two new automatic barriers for exit

use.

② Outer circle line

Rush boarding passengers per hour 8,600 people

Rush alighting passengers per hour 300 people

Manned barriers Nan = 1/3,600×(8,600/1.0+300/1.0)+1≒2.5+1≒4

Automatic barriers Nbn = 8,600/(40×60)+300/(40×60)+1≒3.6+0.1+1≒5

Therefore, in case of manned barriers: 4 barriers

In case of automatic barriers: 4 entry, 1 exit = 5 barriers in

total are necessary

< Since existing facilities consist of 1 entry and 2 exit barriers,

it is necessary to install two new automatic barriers for exit

use

5) Ticket issue facilities

Ticket issue facilities are divided into ticket windows and automatic vending

machines, etc. However, it is preferable that short distance boarding tickets

(inexpensive tickets) be purchased from vending machines.

Since ticket issue facilities are separately installed for the inner circle and outer

circle lines, examination is carried out for each direction.

① Inner circle line

[Required number of automatic vending machines]

667n0333.0

n
N

+×
=

N : required number of vending machines

n : estimated total number of sold tickets

= daily number of boarding passengers (inner circle line 200)×

0.5 (estimate here: purchase rate of tickets on the day)

= 100 tickets
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= 100/(0.0333×100 + 667)≒0.1≒1 unit

[Number of ticket windows]

 timeeffective hour per  sold Tickets

5.1n
N

×
×=

N : required number of ticket windows

n : estimated total number of sold tickets = 100

= 100×1.5/(200×16)≒1 window

< Since three ticket windows already exist, these existing facilities

are sufficient.

② Outer circle line

[Required number of automatic vending machines]

n : estimated total number of sold tickets = daily number of

boarding passengers (outer circle line 66,200)×0.5 (estimate

here: purchase rate of tickets on the day)

≒33,100 tickets

N = 33,100/(0.033×33,100 + 667)≒18.7≒19 units

[Number of ticket windows]

n : estimated total number of sold tickets = 33,100

N = 33,100×1.5/(200×16)≒16 windows

> Since only three ticket windows already exist, these existing

facilities are insufficient.

Since the purchase rate of tickets on the day is 50% and the numbers of

automatic ticket vending machines and ticket windows are high at 19 and

16 respectively, it will be necessary to take steps (utilization of season

tickets and coupon tickets, etc.) to cut down on the sale of tickets on the

day.

○ Improvement plan in this case

[Number of automatic ticket vending machines and ticket windows]

[Ticket windows] 8 shall be assumed.
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 timeeffective hour per  sold Tickets

5.1n
N

×
×=

Therefore, n = N×tickets sold per hour×effective time/1.5

= 8×200×16/1.5 = 17,100 tickets

[Required number of automatic ticket vending machines]

n = 33,100 - 17,100 = 16,000 tickets

N = 16,000/(0.0333×16,000 + 667)≒13.3≒14 units

6) Calculation of width of free corridors, stairs and escalators

① Width shall be 1.5 m or more in order to avoid hindrance to the smooth

flow of passengers.

② The basis for calculation of free corridor width shall be 1 m per 2,000

people/hour.

③ The basis for calculation of the width of free corridor stairs, etc. shall be 1

m per 1,500 people/hour.

④ Concerning corridors which contain a height difference, as a rule both

upward and downward escalators shall be installed.

The future projection of boarding and alighting passengers is 17,100 people

(per hour in rush hour), however, since ticket issue and inspection facilities are

on 2F and the free corridor is on 3F, the number of people using the free

corridor will be reduced due to users simply passing thpreliminary and

passengers who take the wrong platform, etc. However, because the connecting

corridor between NR/MCX Magallanes Station and the station plaza is only

planned for construction on the north side of the existing station, it is thought

that outer circle line users will use the free corridor for transit. Therefore, it is

imagined that the number of station users passing thpreliminary will be 30% of

the projected number of boarding and alighting passengers shown above.

Based on this, calculation of the width of the free corridor is carried out

according to the number of front entrance users.

① Free corridor users

Free corridor users (per hour during rush) = future boarding and alighting

passengers (per hour during rush)×use rate + number of people passing

thpreliminary
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= 17,100×0.3 + 17,100×0.1≒6,800

② Calculation of free corridor width

Calculation of free corridor width = users (per hour during rush) /2,000

people/H/m

= 6,800 people/2,000 people/H/m = 3.4 m

< The existing free corridor width of 5.0 m is sufficient.

③ Installation of new escalators

The current station is equipped with elevators designed for wheelchair

users, however, there are no escalators. Therefore, physically challenged

persons shall use the elevators. Moreover, in order to promote future

railway users, upward and downward escalators shall be installed between

the pavement 1F - ticket barriers and platforms 2F - free corridor 3F for

both the inner circle and outer circle lines.

• Purpose of use, type, layout and number of escalators

Purpose of use : general use escalators

Type of escalators : 800 type, for 1 person, effective capacity 4,500

people/hour

Layout of escalators : parallel layout

Number of escalators : 1F-2F → 2 units, 2F-3F → 2 units, subtotal 4

units

Inner circle and outer circle line total: 8 units

• Capacity of escalators

The peak number of boarding passengers on the outer circle line at rush

hour is 8,600, however, when one considers that users are dispersed by

the connecting corridor between NR/MCX Magallanes Station and its

station plaza and the width of existing stairs is taken into account,

escalators of the 800 type for use by one person (having a capacity of

4,500 people/hour) are considered to be sufficient.

7) Ticket windows and ticket barriers plan, and calculation of concourse area

Concourse area (outside the inner compound) is calculated using the following

expression by totaling the area in front of ticket windows and the flow area.
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A = U + T

A : required area

U : area in front of ticket windows

T : flow area

① Inner circle line

a) Area in front of ticket windows

Area in front of ticket windows is the space required for boarding and

alighting passengers to purchase boarding tickets, etc. This is refuge

area necessary for people waiting to purchase tickets.

• U = B1×L1

B1: total width of ticket windows

L1 : depth in front of ticket windows (3 m is assumed as standard)

i) Case of automatic ticket vending machines

Fig. 8.1.27  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Ticket Vending Machines

B1: required number of automatic ticket vending machines

= 1 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 1×0.5 + (0.5 + 0.5) = 1.5≒2.0 m

= 2.0×3.0 = 6.0 m2

ii) Case of ticket windows

Fig. 8.1.28  Preliminary Plan of Ticket Windows
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B1: number of ticket windows

= 1 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 1×2.0 = 2.0 m

= 2.0×3.0 = 6.0 m2

< Since there are three existing ticket windows and the depth

before windows is 3 m or more, the existing facilities are

sufficient.

b) Flow area

Flow area is the concourse area required for the flow of boarding and

alighting passengers.

• T = B2×L2

B2 : flow width (however, minimum width shall be 4 m)

B2 = (L3×N) + B3

L3 : unit width of ticket collection windows

N : calculated number of ticket collection windows

In case of automatic passage from the required number of

ticket windows in (5) 4), 1 entry, 4 exit = 5 total.

L3×N = 1.0 m×5 units = 5.0 m

B3: flow width correction value 2 m

= 5.0 m+2 m = 7.0 m > 4.0 m

L2: depth in front of ticket collection windows

L2 shall be 3 m as standard, and depth in front of ticket

collection windows shall be 0.5 B2 or more.

3 m < 0.5 B2 = 0.5×7.0 = 3.5 m

= 7.0 m×3.5 m = 24.5 m2

< Since the depth in front of the existing automatic barrier is 5.7

m (greater than 3.5 m), the existing facilities are sufficient.

Fig. 8.1.29  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Barrier (existing facilities dimensions)
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② Outer circle line

a) Area in front of ticket windows

Area in front of ticket windows is the space required for boarding and

alighting passengers to purchase boarding tickets, etc. This is refuge

area necessary for people waiting to purchase tickets.

• U = B1×L1

B1 : total width of ticket windows

L1 : depth in front of ticket windows (3 m is assumed as standard)

i) Case of automatic ticket vending machines

Fig. 8.1.30  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Ticket Vending Machines

B1: required number of automatic ticket vending machines

= 14 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 14×0.5 + (14－1)×0.4 + (0.5 + 0.5) = 13.2≒14.0 m

= 14.0×3.0 = 42.0 m2

ii) Case of ticket windows

Fig. 8.1.31  Preliminary Plan of Ticket Windows

B1: number of ticket windows

= 8 (from (5) 5) ticket issue facilities)

B1 = 8×2.0 = 16.0 m

= 16.0×3.0 = 48.0 m2
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< Since there are only three existing ticket windows,

improvement of facilities is necessary. As for the depth before

windows, 3 m shall be secured.

b) Flow area

Flow area is the concourse area required for the flow of boarding and

alighting passengers.

• T = B2×L2

B2 : flow width (however, minimum width shall be 4 m)

B2 = (L3×N) + B3

L3 : unit width of ticket collection windows

N : calculated number of ticket collection windows

In case of automatic passage from the required number

of ticket windows in (5) 4), 4 entry, 1 exit = 5 total.

L3×N = 1.0 m×5 units = 5.0 m

B3: flow width correction value 2 m

= 5.0 m×2 m = 7.0 m

Fig. 8.1.32  Preliminary Plan of Automatic Barrier (existing facilities dimensions)

L2: depth in front of ticket collection windows

L2 shall be 3 m as standard, and depth in front of ticket

collection windows shall be 0.5 B2 or more.

3 m < 0.5 B2 = 0.5×7.0 = 3.5 m

= 7.0 m×3.5 m = 24.5 m2

< Since the depth in front of the existing automatic barrier is 5.7

(greater than 3.5), the existing facilities are sufficient.

> Two automatic barriers shall be added.
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8) Sign system

At Magallanes Station, since ticket issue facilities and barriers are on 2F and the

free corridor is on 3F, people who take the wrong platform use the free corridor

on 3F. Therefore, in order to reduce the number of people who take the wrong

platform, signs and guiding information shall be provided on the 1F pavement

to enable station users to distinguish between the inner circle and outer circle

lines.

(Notes)

This examination of station facilities is based on the outline manual of station

planning, and dimensions of facilities are calculated from generally adopted

figures in Japan.

Moreover, since station drawings could not be obtained, the improvement plan

here is limited to a preliminary examination.
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●●●●Outline of Existing Facilities at Magallanes (Line 3) Station
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3.5 cm

⑦: Disabled persons' toilets
⑧: Automatic ticket vending

machines (width 87, depth 70,
height 170 cm)

Also, two public telephones
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•Free corridor: height above
ground approximately 15.3m
(0.9 steps), width 5.0m

•Plat form ends: edge tile width 45cm
  : plat form pillars 35×35cm

•Plat form (2F): height above ground
approximately 7.8m (50 steps)

Fig. 8.1.33  Outline of Existing Facilities at Magallanes Station
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8.2 Materials of Economic and Financial Analysis
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